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Disclaimer and Risk Warnings

Trading any financial market involves risk. The content of this e-book, its various associated websites (particularly www.ForexRobotsFactory.com and www.TheForexSignals.com) and all related correspondence are neither a solicitation nor an offer to purchase or sell any financial instrument.

Although every attempt has been made to assure accuracy, we do not give any express or implied warranty as to its accuracy. We do not accept any liability for error or omission. Examples are provided for illustrative and educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or strategy.

No representation is being made that any account or trader will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed in this e-book. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

By purchasing the software, subscribing to our mailing list or using the website you will be deemed to have accepted these terms in full.

The publishers, their representatives and associates do not and cannot give investment advice.

We endeavor to insure that related websites are available 24 hours per day but we cannot be held liable if, for any reason, a site is unavailable. The information provided in this e-book is not intended for distribution to, or for use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject us to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country.

Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are mentioned below. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. In fact, there are frequently sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and actual results subsequently achieved by any particular trading program.

One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally prepared with the benefit of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk and no hypothetical
trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading.

For example: the ability to withstand losses or to adhere to a particular trading program in spite of trading losses are material points which can also adversely affect trading results. There are numerous other factors related to the market in general and to the implementation of any specific trading program, which cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results, all of which can adversely affect actual trading results.

We reserve the right to change these terms and conditions without notice. You can check for updates to this disclaimer at any time without notification.

The content of this e-book and all related websites and correspondence are copyright and may not be copied or reproduced.

**U.S. Government Required Disclaimer**

Commodity Futures Trading Commission Futures and Options trading have large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the FOREX, futures and options markets. The past performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future results.
Dear Trader,

In this report I would like to show you exactly how you turn your knowledge into practice.

One of the main problems I see all traders encounter (newbies, veterans and professionals) is that market conditions keep change all the time.

The market is dynamic. Trading methods and trading strategies are progressing very quickly. This is an excellent and wonderful thing however it creates a problem since, for example, we acquire a method that provides us with 300 pips a month. Then we find an additional method that provides 400 pips, 500 pips and so on.

Our nature always tells us to look for the next ultimate trading method: the strategy that will generate us more profits. Exactly as in the famous saying "the grass is greener on the other side of the fence".

It works similarly in business.

So, what exactly do I mean?

There is no problem in constantly upgrading your trading. It is even highly recommended. However, a problem arises when we see something that looks more promising than our current method; we jump to grab this method after seeing only one example, without trying to understand all the aspects of this method. The chances for our disappointment are much higher because without comprehensive understanding of the strategy we cannot succeed.

Therefore, trade improvement has to be systematic and consistent. In this report I will introduce the stages I am referring to.

One of the best traders I know says the following:

"99.999% of all people have no idea how a car's engine is working and what functions the radiator and accumulator serve. Yet, they sit in their cars, and drive it"

Why have I mentioned this?

The exact opposite happens in trading. Most traders in the world are trying to learn all the mechanisms of a car before they drive it.
And I ask, what are you doing this for?

You can drive your car while you have no idea how the radiator functions. You simply follow the rules you were taught: 1-2-3-4-5 and it seems very clear. So, why should it be complicated in trading? Why do we want to know all the existing indicators in order to use only indicator number 2 for a specific strategy? Why should we draw millions of lines if according to the strategy we chose we need to use only Japanese Candlesticks?

A trade has to be managed exactly like you drive: you get in the car, do 1-2-3 and that's it, you drive!

So, the first stage in becoming a good trader that makes money for the long term is:

**Prepare the grounds for a trade**

You’ve found an interesting strategy?

You have even seen examples of three amazing trades, each provided 200 pips.

This is great. However it doesn't mean that you understand what is the right timing to enter a trade.

What should we do before we jump into the water?

You have studied a strategy. Excellent! Now, go to the chart and prepare 100 screen shots where you mark and name: "pre-entry to trade".

For example:

I'll choose the simplest strategy in the market – resistance or support breaking.

**This strategy’s rules are:**

Mark last resistance level.

Wait until a candle breaks it and closes above it.

Enter the trade.

Or:
Mark last support level.

Wait until a candle breaks it and closes below this level.

Enter the trade.

My first stage is to mark last resistance level or last support level. That is why, this is exactly what I am going to do:

**Example 1:**

![Support level](image1)

In this example I found and marked last support level.

**Example 2:**

![Resistance level](image2)

In this example I found and marked the last resistance level.

I keep doing this: I have to create lots of examples of support and resistance levels and draw them on my charts.
In order to do this do the following:

1. Prepare screenshots of all the examples you can find and mark them.

2. Go over them again and again until you see all the existing support and resistance levels.

3. Open a demo account and draw a line on every support level and every resistance level you currently see on the market.

After you finish with this stage, you will be able to go to a live account and mark all the support and resistance levels you will see.

In the real system your nature will be to draw the resistance and supports levels in the best way you can. It will push you to an excellent situation because by then you will be already familiar with all the different types of "pre-entry trade setups", according to your strategy. This is thanks to the good preparation work you have done until you started live trading.

Now we can go to the next stage:

**Learn how to execute a trade**

You have already drawn a line next to the "pre trade entry" level.

Excellent.

Now, you will learn how to enter a trade.

1. Prepare 100 screen shots with specific and accurate entry points where you think you should enter a trade.

According to the strategy I chose to analyze in this e-book (for demonstration purposes only), I should look for a candlestick that closes above last resistance or below last support level.

2. I open a chart and find 100 good potential entry points. In this stage, I don’t care at all if the trade has been successful or if it failed. All I care about is finding 100 examples to an accurate entry point on the chart. I save a screen shot of every example I find.
Here is how it looks like:

Example 1:

Example 2:
I prepare a minimum of 100 screenshots, save them and analyze them a few times in order to understand the best and accurate entry points.

After I analyzed them I can move to a demo account before I do it with real money. I start looking for real entry points. When I find them, I can enter a trade. I don't care about the trade’s closing points now and you also should not be worried about it either.

First you should learn about the best trade setups. You need to identify them so well that if I wake you in the middle of the night and ask you if there is trade setup on this chart you'll be able to answer me "yes / no" with only one eye open.

After you’ve learned to enter a trade, this is the time to learn how to properly close a trade. Therefore, our third stage is:

   Learn how to close a trade according to the rules

Similarly to the way you've learned to enter a trade it is time to learn how to close it. You need to find a minimum of 100 examples on the charts that feature the rules according to your strategy.

I really don't care if the closing point closes the trade with a profit or with a loss, as long as it is according to the strategy’s rules. I care about finding a minimum of 100 examples of closing points according to the strategy you chose to work with.

I'll continue with the simple strategy I introduced to you.

The rules of closing a trade according to this strategy are as following:

   Stop loss is set below the low of the candlestick that broke the resistance level, or above the high of the candlestick that broke the support level.
   The profit target is two times the stop loss size.

As I said, I am going to search for a minimum of 100 examples of this specific closing strategy.
Example 1:

In this example I can see that closing this trade meant a profit that was two times bigger than stop loss size. As I said, in this stage, I really don't care about profits or losses.

Example 2:
In this example, the trade closed with a loss. However I only care about seeing as many examples as possible that feature correct closing points according to the strategy I chose.

So, as I said, I should collect as many examples as possible and analyze the screen shots so that nothing surprises me when I go live. I should be prepared for all the possible scenarios. After I've seen many examples, I start using the exiting rules on a demo account.

Even if you didn’t execute a trade that turned out to be a loss had you entered it, learn now how close it correctly. Practice it over and over again till you feel that nothing in market can surprise you: until you easily find the perfect time to close a trade according to your strategy.

So, after you've learn to open and exit a trade, it is time to learn how to do it together. Our fourth and last stage is:

Correct entry and exit from a trade

In this stage you are going to do the last and most important thing. After you learned to do it in the best and most accurate way, you will start making money with any strategy. After the long and hard training we've done, according to my work plan, you are disciplined and work like an emotionless robot in the market. That's exactly how we should act. You enter a trade and close it according to the rules, and leave your emotions on the outside.

In this stage we collect a minimum of 100 examples that show a potential trade setup, entrance and closing points. We should follow through all the different trade stages, from the beginning to its end. Actually, we are going to have a few screen shots for every trade: preparation, entrance and close. After you collect all the examples, you should analyze it over and over again. Only then you can go to your demo account and start going through all the stages together. Only when you feel that you do this automatically you can move to a live account and your profits will be immediate.

After you collected all the examples, prepare a new trading journal and start documenting the number of profitable trades, number of pips you earned, loosing trades and amount of pips you lost. Did you sum it up with a good profit? Excellent! This strategy is great, you can use it. I'll continue with the simple example I introduced earlier. I will show all the stages in several examples. Then you will understand exactly what I referred to.
So, let’s start.

Example 1:

The trade’s setup:

The trade’s entry point:

Entry point, when the candle stick close above the resistance
The trade’s closing point:

And now, the last stage: sum up the trade on our trading journal.

The trade profited 2 times more than the stop loss we set, according to the rules of this strategy.

I enter +300 pips on the profitable trades’ column.

Let's see another example:

Example 2 – trade's preparation:
Next stage is executing the trade:

![Chart showing execution of trade]

Now we should exit the trade with a profit or a loss:

![Chart showing exit of trade at support level]

Now, all that is left for us is writing down our conclusions. This trade has been closed in stop loss (above the candlestick that broke the support, according to this specific strategy). I turn to my trading journal and sum up the trade’s details on the losing trades’ column. I enter minus 70 pips.

I do the same for as many trades as possible. Numbers are impressive?

Excellent! The strategy is very good for you and you understand its rules!
That’s it guys!

Trading is simple! It doesn't have to be complicated. Learn the methods you consider to be the best: its entry rules, exiting rules and learn to use them together. Convert them to numbers. They give you the necessary conclusions.

Please note that on the testing stage, you are better to take a sequence of trades in order to examine the strategy’s reliability. That is, analyze all the trades from last month, or last year, etc.

I wish you good luck and productive learning.

I hope this e-book will assist you with your trading.

To your success,

Vladimir Ribakov